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1. Abstract 

This STSM (Short-Term Scientific Mission) aims to investigate on digital tools that would assess the 
integration of refugees in the urban open spaces of “arrival” neighborhoods in Thessaloniki. The coming 
of refugees in these neighborhoods challenges the social capacity and adaptability of local 
communities. Thus, this research associates the use of digital tools with their potential role in 
ameliorating the refugee crisis in Thessaloniki, raising new opportunities in resilient place-making. At 
first, the theoretical background is established through the analysis of the following concepts: 
Resilience and its typologies, Urban Big Data landscape and the use of digital tools. The research reveals 
how urban policies have incorporated the use of digital tools as parameters of sustainable and inclusive 
urban landscape design. Subsequently, the research questions the use of digital tools in the stimulation 
of social resilience of urban open spaces and the long-term integration of refugees in the public realm. 
In the context of the STSM, urban open spaces are read as recipients of collective life and urban 
progress. Main research hypothesis is that the use of digital tools that are related with the use of public 
spaces transform them into incubators of inclusive planning ideas. In addition, it is assumed that the 
digitally augmented urban open space sparkles incentives for the process of social integration and 
enhances the societal perspectives of bottom-up initiatives. Subsequently, an understanding of the 
Greek context takes place. In this framework, it is assumed that neighborhoods of higher morphological 
fragmentation become the receptors of mobility, hosting exponentially the lower-class strata and the 
refugees in Thessaloniki. The proposed research methodology includes the detection of digital tools 
that would involve refugees as stakeholders in decision-making processes. The use of these digital tools 
would infuse the social networks of cultural diversities and sustain a parallel cultural co-habitation in 
open spaces in Thessaloniki. In the end, this research feeds the discussion about the production and 
use of public open spaces under the condition of the refugee crisis. In addition, it delves into the social 
perspectives of the use of information and communication technologies and its relationship with open 
spaces in the cities, which is the main objective of the EU funded COST1306 Action “Cyberparks”. The 
literature review that is presented in this STSM could provide COST TU1306 with a better idea on the 
relationship between urban open spaces and the social integration of refugees, building networks for 
future collaborations and the exchange of innovative ideas. Lastly, it could provide the theoretical 
background on how urban fragmentation in Thessaloniki could become an opportunity for the 
integration of diverse cultural communities in the public space with the use of digital tools.  
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2. Purpose of the STSM 

The main purpose of this STSM (short-term scientific mission) is to establish the literature review that 
would explain the social resilience of urban open spaces as recipients of cultural and social co-
habitation. During this STSM, the case studies of different digital tools operating in urban processes 
were identified. The objective has been to provide insights into the term of Social Resilience and 
respond to the following structural question: Could the use of digital tools support the social integration 
process of refugees in the urban open spaces of “arrival” neighborhoods of Thessaloniki?  

After geographers posed the question “resilience of what to what and at what scales”, a debate was 
initiated in order to engrain resilience in social sciences (Weichselgartner & Kelman, 2014). In this 
debate, geographers observed that power, governance and social capital are not the only factors in 
increasing resilience. Instead, it becomes important to find quantitative indicators of the dimensions 
of resilience, how to target resources, measure the impact and judge cost-benefits (ibid). The scope of 
this research is to incorporate the use of digital technology in the provision of innovative tools for 
assessing social resilience of public space. 

Social resilience of urban open spaces depends on various factors, such as the urban and migration 
policy, the capacity of the use of urban technologies by citizens, the refugee crisis and the 
morphological fragmentation of the “arrival” neighborhoods. These independent variables were 
identified during this STSM, with the aim to create a theoretical nexus. In addition, the following 
questions were posed: 

 Could the analysis of Big Data landscape produced by the use of existing digital platforms 
explain long standing socio-economic inequalities in the city?  

 Could the visualization of the urban disparities through Big Data analysis mobilize policy 
change? 

 Could an ethnographic approach of the use of information and communication technologies 
uncover digital spaces of social co-habitation for locals and refugees that are not yet visible in 
urban landscape? 

 Could the use of digital tools in urban policy making help find better co-creation mechanisms 
that fortify the long-term integration of refugees in the scale of neighborhood?  

All these questions derived from linking the use of digital tools with the use and production of urban 
open spaces. This relationship along with the by-product of digital operations and online social 
interactions, which is the Urban Big Data Landscape, could provide metrics of social resilience of open 
spaces in Thessaloniki during the refugee crisis. The following sub-hypotheses frame the research case 
study, which is the refugee crisis in Thessaloniki after 2015: 

 H2:  Social resilience of urban open spaces is affected by the coming of refugees 

 H3: Neighborhoods of high morphological fragmentation and disintegrated urban leftovers in 
Thessaloniki become the receptors of mobility 

 H4: New urban policies do not adequately encourage social inclusivity in the public space 

 H5: The use of digital tools transforms the neighborhoods that received refugee shocks into 
“enclaves” of cultural cohabitation, maximizing their social capacity and adaptability. 

The digital tools that are presented in this STSM, refer more to the democratic perception of urban 
landscape and less to social resilience of urban open spaces that is affected by refugee shocks. 
However, they still provide a framework of what is done in terms of use and production of public space 
and present the appropriate linkages to Information and Communication Technologies.  
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3. Description of the work carried out during the STSM 

This STSM was carried out under the supervision of Prof. Montserrat Pallares and became a stepping 
stone in the initial stage of my dissertation. During this research, the title of this STSM was reviewed in 
order to be more precise and descriptive. “Social Resilience Digital Tool assessing Refugee Shocks in the 
Urban Open Spaces of “arrival neighborhoods” in Thessaloniki” relates the term of Social Resilience 
with the digital tools. These tools could assess social inclusivity of open spaces in Thessaloniki. Specific 
neighborhoods of the city, mainly the poorer west suburbs, received refugees, who were transferred 
from the camps and islands to the urban setting. This process was administrated by UNHCR (United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) and its official partners, as well as other international Non-
Governmental Organizations like NRC (Norwegian Refugee Council).  

During the STSM, the Social Resilience of Urban Open spaces was identified as the main topic and 
dependent research variable. The research methodology introduced the use of digital tools, like co-
creation platforms, social media platforms and other applications that are linked with the use of urban 
landscape. It is proposed that digital tools -similar with the identified ones- could be used by both 
refugees and locals, opening new communication channels. In parallel, the Big Data landscape 
produced by different digital platforms, could become a tool of analyzing the digital traces of the 
diverse social body and yield information about activities in public spaces. In the end, this visualization 
could become a leverage of policy change, synthesizing new methodologies for public benefit (Williams, 
2015).  

 
Fig. 1: The circular process of working with data (Williams, 2015) (edited by author) 

The current STSM is a development of a previous research entitled “Planning the cultural and social 
reactivation of urban open spaces. The case of West Wall of Thessaloniki”, which focused on urban 
policies, like social and cultural policy, and their mobility. The previous research revealed a passage 
from ‘corporate to the civic’, as in the narratives of the Creative and Smart City, which marked the 
cultural redevelopment of urban open spaces. The current research introduces the intelligent 
technological systems to “read” social resilience of urban open spaces and the interactions between 
the “insiders” - local residents- and “outsiders” -in the case of this research, the refugees.    
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Fig. 2: Identifying the dependent and independent variables of the research 

3.1. Understanding Resilience 

In the current STSM, the term of Resilience is understood through a break down into the sub-terms of 
Social, Urban, Cultural and Spatial Resilience.  

In general, Resilience has been adopted from a variety of disciplines, like ecology, psychology, 
engineering and geography to explain the capacity of a system to absorb shocks and maintain function. 
Resilience depicts the capacity of a system for “renewal, re-organization and development”, preserving 
the same function, identity and feedbacks after disturbance (Walker & Meyers, 2004; Folke, 2006; 
Weichselgartner & Kelman, 2015; Rodin & Garris, 2012). In this process, memory provides the context 
and sources for retaining consistency, since it represents the accumulated experience and history of 
the system. 

In the geography literature the term resilience is integrated in the natural environment, the built 
environment and society. Geographers pose the question “resilience of what to what at what scales” 
(Weichselgartner & Kelman, 2015), in order to explain how resilience influences system’s 
“anticipation”, “capacity” and “capability” and later on the system’s ability of “bouncing forward” 
(Manyena, O'Brien, & O'Keefe, 2011).  

In the literature review, different properties of the system enable it to withstand, recover and 
reorganize after crises (Rodin & Garris, 2012; Dovers & Handmer, 1999), which are: 

 The Diversity and redundancy: multiple parts take over if one component fails 

 The Modular networks: a resilient system is comprised by multiple smaller systems, which 
minimize the transmission of shocks 

 The responsive, regulatory feedbacks: socio-ecological feedback loops, as well as feedback 
loops within traditional social or governance systems, which assist the re-organization of the 
system (ibid). 

3.2. Typologies of Resilience: Spatial, Cultural, Urban & Social Resilience 

In the context of this STSM, different typologies of Resilience are presented.  

Spatial Resilience refers to the interaction of temporal scales with spatial scales and spatial 
heterogeneity. Landscape Ecology has provided insights into these cross-sale interactions to explain 
the multi-equilibrium patterns of ecosystems (Nystrom & Folke, 2001; Bengtsson, et al., 2003; Hughes, 
Bellwood, Folke, Steneck, & Wilson, 2005).  

Cultural Resilience explains the ability of a community to keep its identity, whilst applying new, practical 
skills and knowledge (Bulla, 2013). Cultural diversity plays a crucial role in sustainability and resilience 
and is understood through the study of cultural landscapes.  
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Urban Resilience as a term helps to develop a more integrated framework for assessment and 
improvement of resiliency of urban areas (Sharifi & Yamamata, 2014). The establishment of the criteria 
and characteristics of urban resilience is important in the development of indicators that would monitor 
overall resilience. In the context of the STSM, digital tools and the production of Big Data are identified 
as methodologies to assess Urban Resilience and enact policy change in the long-run.  

Social Resilience refers to the ability of human communities to withstand external shocks to their social 
infrastructure, such as environmental variability or social, economic and political upheaval (Adger, 
2000). Deriving from the perspective of psychology, social resilience extends from individual level to 
society as a whole (Pitrenaite-Zileniene & Torresi, 2014). In order to achieve social resilience, local 
governments are responsible to develop systems, platforms and mechanisms to monitor community-
based activities (Shaw, Gulsan, Akhilesh, & Attaur, 2016). 

For geographers, social resilience encompasses the capacity and capability for a social system to 
“bounce forward” and it is not distributed homogenously within and through social groups. This ability 
is largely determined by social, economic and cultural factors, which may often be beyond society’s 
control (Weichselgartner & Kelman, 2015). In order to build social resilience, it becomes important to 
develop long-term, sustainable partnerships with communities that are socially marginalized. 
Therefore, a “snapshot” of the community is needed in order to understand the resilience of a socio-
ecological system (Koch, O'Sullivan, Franco, DeFino, & Ahmed, 2016). 

In the context of the STSM, this “snapshot” of the community refers to the identification of the 
community’s political, cultural, religious and socioeconomic conditions. The use of digital tools and the 
visualization of the Big Data that are produced through digital operations play an important role. After 
all, it is assumed that the use of participatory and social media platforms could monitor social resilience 
and build social capacity and adaptability (Thakuriah, Tilahun, & Zellner, 2015). 

3.3. Urban Big Data Landscape as a tool to detect social exclusion and spatial disparities.  

Urban Big Data Landscape could be utilized for the analysis of social resilience of urban open spaces. 
The User-Generated content of “social” or “human” sensors, such as the Sensor Systems of the Smart 
City narrative, and other types of Big Data illustrate a variety of User Communities (Thakuriah, Tilahun, 
& Zellner, 2015). In this context, urban research becomes independent and transparent, leading to the 
conceptualization of agile urban models that detect disparities and social injustice in various sectors 
(ibid).  

What is more, in the context of the STSM, theories are identified for the study of the structure that is 
produced through human’s use of technology. The Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) discusses the 
“adaptation of technology structures” as key component for organizational change (DeSanctis & Poole, 
1994). AST discusses contextual factors and technology characteristics as important influential forces 
in the process of change. Along with the phronesis approach (Flyvberg, 2006), the AST provides 
information on an organizational research based on contextual factors, broadening the literature on 
the topic of public policy and information science. 

In addition, the co-creation and participatory platforms provide opportunities for participants to 
redefine the “what” and “how” of the issues they address (Brown, et al., 2017). More specifically, social 
media platforms indicate a linkage between the human urban activity pattern and the underlying land 
use structure (Ash, Kitchin, & Leszczynski, 2016; Cardullo, 2017; Clark, Couldry, MacDonald, & 
Stephansen, 2014). Therefore, when the Big Data analysis is enriched with user IDs, it can infer the 
gender, age and ethnicity of users and their spatial distribution, providing information on the 
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spatiotemporal profile of different areas (Garcia-Palomares, 2017). This opens a new dimension in 
urban landscape metrics, enabling the monitoring of urban processes and how they correspond to the 
principles of urban resilience presented above.  

In the end, after establishing the literature review, a need for further research on the use of digital 
tools and Big Data landscape is recognized. In the literature review, it is identified that social media 
infrastructure lacks of social and cultural density of real communities or online communities with a 
common objective or cause -like open source communities or political networks (Alaimo & Kallinikos , 
2017). Except for the social media platforms, the literature review introduces the notion of Planning 
Support Systems. These systems support more recent technologies that are also interactive, 
communicative and focused on social networking enhanced by web-based technologies. Some of the 
recent Planning Support Systems that become participatory processes through their integration with 
the online environment are: the CommunityViz, the UrbanSim, the What-if, and Envision Tomorrow 
(ibid). Further literature on Digital Tools and Urban Big Data Landscape is important for the dissertation. 
Delving into the corresponding literature review becomes crucial for a holistic approach and future 
research work.  

4. Description of the main results obtained 

During this STSM various platforms for the co-creation of public open spaces mainly in Spain were 
discovered. These tools are: 

 https://civicwise.org. Founded by Domenico Di Siena, CivicWise platform is generating openly 
a peer-to-peer platform for collaborative urbanism and citizen empowerment 

 https://www.medialab-prado.es/laboratorios. Medialab Prado is a citizens’ laboratory for the 
production of open cultural projects 

 http://thinkcommons.org/es/. Think Commons is a platform, a hybrid environment between 
the physical and the digital. It creates a new dimension of glocal connection between people, 
promoting debate and generating knowledge about the commons and open government 

 http://x.hackitectura.net/en. hackitectura is a body of architects, hackers and social activists 
recombining physical spaces, ICT networks and bodies to delve into the cyborg territories. 

 https://kune.cc. Kune is a social network and a web tool where someone can communicate, 
collaborate and share between equals with the use of digital documents, calendars, chats, 
forums, wiki, messages, tasks and barters. 

 http://movecommons.org/en/implications/. Move Commons is a web tool for labelling digital 
platforms, connecting volunteers and contributors to initiatives, collectives and NGOs. 

 https://publicspace.tools/#/home. This online platform intends to empower citizens through 
critical, creative and unconventional use of public space. It brings together groups and 
collectives which reclaim public space as a common good. 

 https://www.spacehive.com. Spacehive is a tool for crowdsensing urbanism 

 https://neighborly.com. A digital platform for crowdfunding social projects in the scale of the 
neighborhood. 

In the end, “Finding Places”, an initiative of MIT in collaboration with the Municipality of Hamburg, 
refers to a platform and a series of workshops targeted to public participation in refugees' 
accommodation process. This platform, called CityScope (CS), becomes a rapid prototyping tool for 
urban planning and decision-making and facilitate effective interaction of multiple participants and 
stakeholder groups (Noyman, Holz, Noennig, & Larson, 2017). The CityScope platform is a digital tool 

https://civicwise.org/
https://www.medialab-prado.es/laboratorios
http://thinkcommons.org/es/
http://x.hackitectura.net/en
https://kune.cc/
http://movecommons.org/en/implications/
https://publicspace.tools/#/home
https://www.spacehive.com/
https://neighborly.com/
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that stimulates the social capital of the city of Hamburg and provide solutions for the refugees’ 
accommodation.  
The scope of the research is to draw inspiration from the variety of digital tools presented, which 
resolve urban crises or invigorate public participation in the production of public open spaces. Through 
the digital tools, the social resilience of urban open spaces is fortified and culturally diverse 
communities are able to bounce forward and progress.  

5. Follow-ups - future collaboration with host institution and foreseen publications or 
papers for conferences/congresses resulting or to result from the STSM (if applicable) 

A future collaboration with Prof. Montserrat Pallares in the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (UAB) 
opens a wide range of potentials. At first, thanks to the STSM it became possible to establish a network 
of knowledge sharing that would sustain the dissertation also in the future. This network assists in the 
exchange of ideas and the discovery of new methodological tools that would consolidate the holistic 
approach of the research. Second, the formation of an interdisciplinary mode of communication -
between geographers and architects- expands the research resources towards numerous directions. 
Lastly, a future collaboration entails publications prepared together and the participation in 
conferences like the “15th Architectural Humanities Research Association International Conference” 
that will take place on 15–17 November 2018 at the Department of the Built Environment, TU 
Eindhoven.  

6. Personnel Benefit and mutual benefits for the Home and Host institutions: 

This STSM provided an opportunity to broaden the relationship between Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki and the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (UAB). A personal benefit has been to 
strengthen the vision of my dissertation, formulate research questions and hypotheses and interpret 
theories that reflect the intersections between geography, architecture and landscape architecture. In 
addition, through analytical discussions with Prof. Montserrat Pallares, it became possible to delve into 
the research principles and acquire a broader perspective.  

7. Other comments (if any)  

During my STSM, I received information on resources provided by the Spanish and Catalan government 
for the extension of the collaboration beyond the STSM. In addition, Prof. Montserrat Pallares informed 
me on event organized by the Boston University introducing the topic: Refugees and Big data: an 
innovation of the humanitarian services. The event took place in Madrid after the end of my STSM. 
Nevertheless, the knowledge of research communities that deal with similar topics is a strong 
advantage.  
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